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Level 10: Veil of Forgottenness 
 

Define finite – subject to limitations or conditions, as of space, time, circumstances, or 

the laws of nature 

 

Define infinite – unbounded or unlimited 

 

Define infinite universal energy – of, pertaining to, or characteristic of all or the whole 

 

In this lifetime, we are integrating/refining/clearing/processing (etc., etc., etc.) our 

“trinity” ((meaning our spiritual body, our mental body (logical mind, emotional mind) 

and our physical body)) to all vibrate consensually (definition of consensus: general 

agreement, group solidarity).   This means all forms or parts of our “soul body” (again 

soul meaning body, mind and spirit) are working/vibrating together … this way we 

(again…all of us) can be infinite - truly timeless entities.  Before, only the spiritual part 

of us and/or sometimes the mind part of us, was timeless… but never the physical part.  

In this lifetime, through our work and work of many others, we can be infinite.  We can 

be totally integrated be-ings.  Our next step is to offer you the opportunity to re-capture 

or reclaim that strand of yourself that resides in the infinite world of Universal Energy. 

 

Although past, present and future is an illusion that we have lived in within the third 

dimension,  it is a linear time-frame of „All That Is‟ which was necessary to create the 

veil.  The Veil of Forgotteness can only exist in a linear timeframe.  Everything - all 

energy and matter that has ever existed in our world had to be placed in a linear 

timeframe so it could be seen as finite. Remember… energy is neither actually created or 

destroyed… it is merely transformed.   All forms of energy by their very definition are 

truly infinite; you manifest by taking infinite energy and making it finite.  The transition 

of taking something finite and going back into infinite is what takes place when the veil 

of forgotteness is removed. One of the first connections you will make is with Universal 

Energy itself.   When you tap into this energy, it is the energy which ties all things 

together.  It is the energy that connects all life together. 

 

In the past, when your physical body would die, all the finite information and the things 

you created go back to the infinite.  It goes into an infinite line of energy that is you.  

What we are doing by lifting (removing) the Veil of Forgottenness is tying together the 

finite of this lifetime to the infinite of all lifetimes.   

 

Within universal energy you have a strand of information that belongs just to you.  In this 

is everything that has ever happened to you. This means all the decisions (good and bad) 

are stored as well as all that we have learned from these decisions. All the ways we have 

reacted or not reacted in any given situation from these decisions is stored as information 
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in this infinite strand. The way our lives progressed as a result of these decisions is stored 

in this infinite strand of information.   

 

This work is not intended for you to discover your past lives, who you were, etc. but 

about accessing practical information gained from your various and numerous 

incarnations. Remember not all of your lifetimes will be of a positive nature; in fact, in 

some, you may have been a not-so-desirable individual.  But, in every lifetime, you made 

decisions… lived and learned and accumulated great knowledge...reacting or not reacting 

in different situation.   In fact, in this lifetime alone you have created a large library of 

information… decisions you made and benefited from, decisions you made and suffered 

from, decisions not made that you learned from.  How would you like all of the 

information from all of your lifetimes to be yours now? 

 

The veil is made of a titanium-like substance that is woven or knotted together like a 

tapestry, layers upon layers upon layers.  The tapestry must be unwoven 

(unraveled/unknotted) in order to be lifted off. 

 

Because this new energetic vibration rate is so fine and the body so dense, after the veil is 

removed, it will feel as though the veil is still there but it is like a phantom veil that will 

dissipate as you integrate and get used to the energy flow.   

 

Are you ready to have access to this information, all the good, the bad, and the ugly?  

Can you do this without judging self?  We ask you, can YOU remain neutral and 

balanced without judgment?  If so, this work is for you.   Level 7 disconnected you from 

all emotional/feelings/traumas from past lifetime patterns/habits. In Level 7 we connected 

the three strands of knowledge from past lives to your solar plexus, but the information is 

in infinite form and cannot be translated into finite until the Veil of Forgottenness is 

lifted.  This level is all about accessing knowledge/information without emotion(s). 

 

The cost for this level is $555.00  
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